Biosensors are valuable tools used to image the subcellular localization and kinetics of protein activity in living cells. Signaling at the edge of motile cells that regulates cell protrusion and retraction is important in many aspects of cell physiology, and frequently studied using biosensors. However, quantitation and interpretation is limited by the heterogeneity of this signaling behavior; automated analytical approaches are required to systematically extract large data sets from biosensor studies for statistical analysis. Here we describe an automated analysis to relate the velocity at specific points along the cell edge with biosensor activity in adjoining regions. Time series of biosensor images are processed to interpolate a smooth edge of the cell at each time point. Profiles of biosensor activity ('line scans') are then calculated along lines perpendicular to the cell edge. An energy minimization method is used to calculate a velocity associated with each line scan. Sorting line scans by the proximal velocity has generated novel biological insights, as exemplified by analysis of the Src merobody biosensor. With the large data sets that can be generated automatically by this program, conclusions can be drawn that are not apparent from qualitative or 'manual' quantitative techniques. Our 'LineScan' software includes a graphical user interface (GUI) to facilitate application in other studies. It is available at hahnlab.com and is exemplified here in a study using the RhoC FLARE biosensor.
Introduction and overview
To understand cell signaling, detailed information regarding the spatio-temporal dynamics of protein activity is required. This is quantified in living cells using fluorescent biosensors, which report the localization and kinetics of protein structural changes, including conformational change, phosphorylation, cleavage etc. [1] . Biosensors can be based on different designs and use different mechanisms to generate fluorescence (e.g., FRET, solvatochromic dyes, fluorophore-quencher interactions etc.) but, in general, biosensor studies map the distribution of protein activity across the cell; each pixel in an image is associated with a specific value reporting activation at that pixel. Such maps are obtained at multiple time points to reveal the kinetics of activation. These values are related to the actual level of protein activity, or the activity per molecule (i.e., the percent of molecules in the active state within a given pixel), as in the single chain ratiometric sensor of GTPase activity used here.
In motility, tight regulation of multiple processes at different regions of the cell edge generate coordinated extension, retraction, and directed movement in response to a variety of directional cues [2] [3] [4] . For example, it has been shown that Rho GTPases regulate cell edge dynamics differently at the front and rear of migrating cells [3, [5] [6] [7] , and that these proteins' distance from the edge determines their role in different aspects of actin and adhesion regulation [4] . Biosensors are particularly useful for quantifying the regulation of cell migration because they can dynamically assay the relationship between protein activity and local behavior of the cell edge. However, a significant obstacle to experimental interpretation of biosensor data from motile cells is the heterogeneity of cell behavior, arising from both cell-to-cell heterogeneity and variation in a given protein's behavior within each cell. The majority of this variability is inherent to the biology and can arise from local conditions, cell-cycle state, and cell morphology. How inter-cell heterogeneity arises, and how regulation is managed on a background of such variability, is an open question.
In a previous publication we applied a new tool that automatically quantifies the relationship between line profiles of protein activity and nearby edge velocity. This approach led to novel biological insights, demonstrating relationships between velocity and Src activity [8] . Here we describe this tool and its development in detail, and provide a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) to aid in its application by other researchers.
Due to cellular heterogeneity, qualitative observations based on a small number of cells or line scans are difficult to interpret, and are subject to selection bias. To limit the amount of data to something that can be handled 'manually', observers have restricted observations to subcellular regions that exemplify specific behaviors. The automated tool supplied here is designed to analyze all frames in a movie, and therefore does not introduce human bias in selectivity. It can readily provide sufficient data for statistical analysis, revealing relationships between protein activity and velocity that are not obvious to the eye, as exemplified by our previous study of Src activation [8] .
Line scans are a popular way of quantifying biosensor activity at the edge of cells, where biosensor activity is recorded as a function of distance from the cell edge. Popular imaging software (for example MetaMorph Ò or ImageJ) will perform this calculation for user-defined (manual) lines. The tool LineScan described here automatically places the lines normal to the cell edge, and couples the line scan with the proximal velocity of the edge. LineScan is written in MATLAB and contains a user friendly GUI. The software package is available at hahnlab.com and http://www.med.unc.edu/ pharm/elstonlab/.
Our method is complementary to the approach of Machacek and Danuser [9] , which was used to provide detailed insights into spatio-temporal dynamics of RhoGTPases at the edge of migrating cells [4] . Our method, which relies on line scans as opposed to grid generation near the cell edge, can be simpler to implement in some cases, but lacks the sophisticated two-time correlation capabilities of the Machacek and Danuser approach. For thorough literature reviews and further insights into the critical necessity for automated tools in image analysis the reader is referred to Dehmelt and Bastiaens [10] and Danuser [11] .
The tool presented here enables automated collection of large amounts of image data coupled to a phenotypic measure of cell behavior (edge velocity). We automate and extend 'line scan' analysis, a popular method for analyzing biosensor data. Although manual generation of line scans has been sufficient in many studies [12] [13] [14] [15] , automating the process allows large amounts of data to be analyzed, enabling new biological insights to be gained even in the presence of heterogeneity and relatively poor signal/noise ratio.
Automated line scan analysis presents several computational challenges: line scans of a fixed length may extend outside the cell interior, a direction perpendicular to the local curvature of the edge needs to be automatically established (on a scale greater than the pixel size), and it is critical to store and manipulate large amounts of data efficiently. Our approaches to these concerns are outlined below.
For novel biological insights it is essential to couple line scan measurements to a relevant phenotypic read-out. In cell migration, the velocity of the cell edge is one such read-out. Our software package calculates the edge velocity and then groups line scans in terms of this velocity, allowing signaling at different distances from the cell edge to be correlated with edge velocity. This is relevant to motility because proteins are known to have different functions in zones at successive distances from the cell edge.
Method
The algorithm for LineScan is outlined in Fig. 1 . The software was developed in Mathworks' MATLAB and requires the image processing toolbox.
The starting point ( Fig. 1(1) ) is a movie composed of biosensor activity images. Pre-processing of raw images is required to produce biosensor activity maps. This is beyond the scope of this article, but has been well addressed in several recent methods papers [16] [17] [18] [19] . Depending on the biosensor and imaging method used, this pre-processing can include background subtraction, shade correction, thresholding, ratio imaging, and correction for photobleaching or signal bleed through.
For the procedure described here, the next step ( Fig. 1(2) ) is to identify the cell in each frame. A well-processed biosensor image will already be thresholded such that regions of intensity below the threshold are determined to be extra-cellular or too noisy for analysis, and so are set to zero. For our purposes, identifying intracellular regions is therefore trivial. The software identifies the cell for analysis as the largest connected region in the image that is above the threshold. This excludes fragments in the image from any further processing and analysis. If two cells are in an image the software will analyze the largest. When analyzing a movie with multiple cells in the image field, care must be taken to exclude cases where different cells become the largest in each frame during the course of the movie. We recommend cropping out unneeded cells before the analysis at the pre-processing step.
To identify the pixels at the cell edge the Matlab function 'bwboundaries' is used. This will find the exterior pixels of connected regions in binary images (in this case, the binary image is Outline of algorithm for automatically calculating line scans and edge velocity. Line scans are automatically quantified by an algorithm, which finds the cell, finds the edge of the cell, and calculates the direction and origin of line scans for quantification. A smoothed edge is used to interpolate the velocity in a sequence of image frames (movie). Edge velocity and line scans can be calculated independent of one another (line scans steps 4-7, edge velocity steps 4b-e).
simply the image where intra-cellular pixels have intensity 1 and extra-cellular pixels have intensity 0), and is based on the Moore-Neighborhood tracing algorithm [20] . For calculating the velocity and the directions of line-scans it is necessary to interpolate a smooth edge ( Fig. 1(4) ) to overlay onto the edge pixels. Without smoothing, the edge (defined by the edge pixels) can only be in one of 8 directions (N, NE, E, etc.). To generate a smooth-edge a GAUSSIAN filter of the binary image is applied, generating a new image (Fig. 2) . In the filtered image each pixel is a weighted local average of pixels surrounding the corresponding pixels in the original image, Fig. 2 . Pixels in the interior of the image retain the value 1, but pixels on the edge assume a new value between 0 and 1. The smooth-edge is then defined by use of the MATLAB function 'contour' -which identifies isolines in the filtered image. By construction these will be on, or near, the cell boundary (Fig. 2a) . Note this can result in a small offset from the edge pixels -but the smooth edge is only used to generate the direction of line scans, not their origin.
The starting position and direction of line scans ( Fig. 1(5) ) is determined by the location of the edge pixels (which defines the starting position) and the normal to the smooth edge (directed to the interior of the cell), Fig. 2b ). The length of the scan is user-defined (interactively in the GUI). Line scans are not recorded for perfectly straight edges (so that cells which are only partially in the frame can be recorded - Fig. 2a ), or if the line is not entirely in the cell (red arrows, Fig. 2b ). The latter case can occur in regions of higher curvature. Line scans are excluded if they cross any pixel where the intensity is at or below the threshold (as mentioned above, for well processed images this will be pixels of zero intensity). Due to this, the tool is not suitable for correlating filopodial dynamics of the membrane with biosensor activity (for the analysis of filopodia dynamics consider a new software CellGeo, available at hahnlab.com). Another rationale for focusing this tool on broader low-curvature regions is the potential for line scans to overlap -potentially over-sampling pixels. In practice, for cells such as fibroblasts, results do not appear to be sensitive to this (tested by under-sampling images with sparser line scanning). Caution is urged for cells with complex boundaries, such as nerve cells.
Intensities are quantified at unit-pixel intervals along the line (Fig. 1(6) ). If these points do not intercept the center of a pixel exactly, the recorded intensity is bi-linearly interpolated from surrounding pixels. The data is then stored. Analyzing a typical experiment of 10 movies of 100 frames each might generate 1000 line scans per frame -giving a total of (1000 velocity bins, 1000 intensity pins) produces a reduction in data requirements of more than an order of magnitude. This can be highly efficient at storing data with very little, if any, loss in data resolution. In the GUI, the bin number and size can be easily adjusted for the best fit to the specific data. As discussed above, the program can be used to correlate the line scans with edge velocity. The smoothed edges calculated in Fig. 1, step 4 are used to interpolate the velocity of the edge between frames. Calculating the velocity is not trivial. Typically 10-30 s elapse between frames and the cell edge may have moved a significant distance (for example, over 10 pixels). To find the velocity at a given time and a given point of the edge it is necessary to interpolate a corresponding point on the edge in the subsequent frame. This can be done using sophisticated mathematical tools, such as level-set methods [9] , that preserve topology (any set of ordered points on the cell edge in one frame correspond to points in the subsequent frame in the same order). However, computationally efficient level set methods are challenging to implement in general settings. To overcome this technical hurdle, Machacek et. al. [9] introduced a spring-system in which cell edge markers are located at the equilibrium points of the elastic potential. The current equilibrium position of the markers, relative to their equilibrium in the prior frame, gives the velocity between frames (blue dotted line, Fig. 2b ).
For this work we modified this approach and replaced the springforce between neighboring markers by a Coulomb's inverse square law: q/r 2 . The constant q is by default 0.4, with units ML 3 /T 2 (pixel length -L, marker mass -M, and time between frames -T.) This modification strongly enforces the topological condition that the velocity markers retain their relative order on the cell edge. This system is then integrated until it reaches equilibrium. Specifically, the integration proceeds until the maximum net force on all markers is below a particular threshold of F = 0.5 ML/T
2
. The values for q and F were established by simulation using data collected with typical experimental conditions. In cases where the frames have not been captured at high enough resolution (as a rule of thumb where the edge has moved >10 pixels/frame) this integration can become computationally expensive, or even fail in extreme cases, such as when there are large numbers of filopodial protrusions.
To apply either of these techniques it is convenient, and computationally efficient, to parameterize the edge by a parameter s, the distance around the edge, and perform calculations based on s (1D) rather than the absolute 2D distance (Fig. 1(4b) ). Numerically this is achieved by linearly interpolating by a fixed distance (defined by boundary length and the number of required points -typically this fixed distance is on the sub-pixel length) between points on the smoothed-edge. This gives a relationship between s and (x, y) positions on the cell boundary. The evolution of the edge markers is along the cell edge, and is therefore a 1D problem and relatively quick to integrate.
With these steps in place, each line scan can be associated with a local velocity (simply by finding the nearest velocity marker to the origin of the line scan). Thus, every line scan provides values of the biosensor intensity for a determined velocity (of the line) as a function of depth. To obtain the final biosensor activity map we group all the intensity values from all the line scans into two-dimensional (velocity, depth) bins with a specified velocity step and the depth step of one pixel size. Then, the means of intensity values in each bin (as displayed in the GUI) and the corresponding standard deviations are calculated and saved in the data file.
Given the heterogeneity of intracellular processes it is usually desirable to take an average across all the data. There are two ways to do this: (1) assume all the line scans are independent and average across all of these. In this case the number of line scans lends statistical power to the observations -i.e., it is better to have 1000 line scans from one cell than 200 from two cells. In the second case, it is assumed that only observations from individual cells are independent and therefore 200 line scans from two cells is a more powerful observation that 1000 line scans from one cell. Which approach to use is a subtle question -the assumption that all line scans are independent measurements is almost assuredly not valid. However, weighting by cell can skew results in favor of small, dynamic cells. In practice we have observed that these are qualitatively similar. It is recommended that the user examine outputs from individual cells to check for outliers (this can occur if there is debris in the field of view for example).
LineScan software and GUI
To make our quantitative method accessible to researches without any background in programming we created user-friendly software in the form of a Graphical User Interface (GUI). LineScan can be run on any computer with MATLAB, and no direct interaction with or modification of the MATLAB code is required. The GUI is designed to be self-explanatory and consists of just a few controls (sliders, buttons and editable text fields) for easy adjustment of the parameters and intuitive visual display (Fig. 3a) .
Using the menu, a user can import a single tif-file with time frames of the biosensor data (a popular and flexible way of storing time-lapsed image data), save results at any stage of the processing, and load previously saved results to continue the work. Upon loading the data are displayed in the left panel of the main window, so that the change of the cell edge and the biosensor signal over time can be visually explored with the time-slider below the panel.
By default, the GUI will process the entire cell automatically; however, in special cases, a researcher might want to exclude certain boundary segments. This could occur, for example, when the cell nucleus happened to be located too close to the edge, bringing biosensor data from the golgi or perinuclear region close to the edge.
As described above, the intensity values of the biosensor signal along line scans are binned into intensity-velocity-depth boxes of a pre-specified size and number. For that purpose, the GUI has editable text fields to enter: the length of lines (maximum depth from the edge in pixels), the range of velocities (in pixels per frame), the number of bins within the range, and the range of intensities (in the units of the image data).
For additional flexibility we also included an option to specify a time lag for velocity calculation. The time lag of L means that velocity is calculated as the boundary displacement between time frames i and (i + L) divided by L, where i = 1, 2, . . ., (T -L) and T is the length of the movie. This feature is useful when the cell movies vary little from a time point to the next, so that noise from boundary detection dominates the analysis. In these situations, choosing L > 1 improves the accuracy. However, in most cases, we expect time steps of image recording to be large enough for significant change of the cell edge and, thus, L = 1 is adequate and used as the default value.
Finally, the user has an option to quickly explore the results for individual frames using the ''Time Frame LineScan'' button or processing the entire movie using ''Full Movie LineScan'', which might take some time, depending on the movie length and the length of the cell boundary. We recommend starting the analysis of new data sets by exploring individual frames to get a sense of the range for velocities and intensities and to properly adjust binning parameters before processing the whole movie and all the movies. In any case, the GUI displays the scanning lines in green and the interpolated velocity in red (see the Method section), as a means to visual quality control. The right panel is used to display the resulting intensity profile as a function of velocities and depth. The results can be shown as a mesh or a surface for the 3D view and as a heat map for 2D view. The final intensity profile averaged over all time frames is displayed in a separate window. This window allows the user to zoom in/out and rotate the view, add custom legends and texts, and save it in any of the standard image formats (jpg, png, eps, tif, etc.,). For further statistical analysis and amalgamating data from multiple cells, the processed data are saved as .mat data file. An example of how to automatically collate this data is supplied with the GUI.
Analysis of RhoC
The tool can quickly ascertain if there is a relationship between biosensor activity, proximity to the edge and proximal velocity of the edge. As an example of this we analyzed data generated using a novel biosensor for the small GTPase protein RhoC (RhoC FLARE biosensor) [21] . RhoC plays a role in normal motility and it has been implicated in generating cancer metastasis [22] . As shown in Fig. 3b-d , the overall behavior of many line scans within a cell can be analyzed to assess the dynamics of RhoC activation and its role in protrusion versus retraction.
A stable, inducible mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cell line expressing RhoC FLARE was created by retroviral infection as described previously [7] . RhoC MEFs were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS. For imaging, cells were plated on fibronectin-coated (5 lg/ml) glass coverslips in Ham's F12 K media without phenol red (Biosource), supplemented with 10 mM HEPES and 2% FBS. Cells were imaged in a heated closed chamber using an Olympus IX81 inverted microscope with a 40 Â 1.3 NA objective fitted with an objective heater (Bioptech). CFP and FRET images were acquired simultaneously at 10 s time intervals through two CoolSNAP HQ2 CCD cameras (Photometrics) using a TuCam camera adapter (Andor Technology). Image processing, ratio calculations and photobleaching correction was performed as described [7] . CFP and FRET images acquired using the two-camera system were aligned pixel-by-pixel using a priori calibration and morphing [23] .
The data can be viewed as a function of distance from the edge and velocity, (Fig. 3b) , or as a function of one of these variables (Fig. 3c,d ). This analysis suggests that RhoC is positively correlated with velocity ( Fig. 3b-d) , with activity peaking at approximately 2 lm from the edge. This is consistent with recent work that suggests RhoC promotes Rac1-initiated protrusions via the formin-like FMNL3 [24] . This analysis is presented as an example; further work will be required to fully characterize RhoC dynamics, as statistical analysis of behavior across many cells will be required.
Conclusion
We have presented a novel tool for automatically and quickly interrogating biosensor images. This tool can identify relationships between activity, distance from the edge, and velocity. Identifying these relationships is valuable for elucidating the spatio-temporal dynamics of signaling that regulates morphology at the edge of migrating cells. The strength of this method is the quantification of protein activity coupled to a phenotypic measure of cell behavior. In principle, this analysis could be modified such that activity measurements were coupled to cell parameters other than edge velocity, including the localization/trafficking of another protein, local curvature of the edge, or focal adhesion size/location. The tool parses large volumes of complex imaging data into high-resolution quantitative summaries which identify biologically meaningful relationships.
